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My mini picture books
Illustrated by Chiara Colagrande - 6 titles

Sweet and well-illustrated picture books with which 
children will learn more about the farm, the zoo, nature, 
etc. Children will love to explore the world with these 
fresh and beautiful drawings. 
Format: 140 x 140mm, 24pp with varnish effect, soft cover book.

My little sweet boxes
Illustrated by Stefania Maragna - 2 titles

In My little sweet boxes, toddlers will discover 
3 lovely picture books to learn shapes at the sea 
and colors at the farm. Each box is designed with 
closing magnets and shaped for little hands.
Format box: 306 x 120mm, magnet flap and die-cut on 
box, 3 board books with 8pp.

Touch and discover
Illustrated by Elisabeth Morais - 6 titles

Sweet books, lovely illustrated for little hands and 
their touch. Children from 2 years upwards will love 
to browse the embossed pages and discover the first 
learnings with their fingertips.
Format: 150 x 150mm, 10pp with embossing, white cardboard.

Common baby signs 
Illustrated by Elisabeth Morais - 2 titles

After a few months of living, babies know 
what they want, but they just can’t say it! 
That’s why signs language is the beginning 
of their communication. Very educational 
and freshly illustrated, these series will 
help parents teach their babies how to 
communicate with their hands. Baby wants 
his bottle? Follow the beautiful illustrations 
to see exact movements! 
Format: 150 x 150mm, 10pp with embossing, white 
cardboard.

My Rattle Bath Books
Illustrated by Beatrice Costamagna - 4 titles

Bath books made up of a sturdy material, with 
colourful pictures to train the baby's sense of 
sight. Shake it and it makes noise! 
Format: 140 x 140mm, 4 leaves plastic bath book with 
soft squashy pages with rattle inside the first page.

Bathtime Friends
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 7 titles

A waterproof book plus a rubber water squirtie for hours of 
fun in the bath! In this colourful series of books, discover the 
adventures of seven aquatic friends.
Format: 140 x 140mm, plastic bath book with 4 soft squashy pages + 1 
rubber water squirtie.

My favorite cuddly toy
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 2 titles

Thanks to their bright colours, their 
smooth textures and their so cute 
designs, these cuddly toys will soon 
become your child’s favorite friends. 
Format: 180 x 280mm, 6pp.  
Box 180 x 285 x 55mm.

Adventure with boats 
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 4 titles

Bathtime is a great moment for playing with your 
baby. What a better way to play in water with the 
fishing boat, the life boat, the submarine and the 
sailboat. 
Format: 140 x 140mm, 4 leaves plastic bath book with soft 
squashy pages + 1 rubber water squirtie.

Twins Baby Book
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 1 title

Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle, this album is a 
special baby book for twins (boys or girls) with 
mirror pages. It is packed with photos frames 
and providing space for your twins' milestones. 
Format: 310 x 251mm (landscape), 28pp + padded 
case, white cardboard, ribbon closure. Die-cut photo 
frames on each page and on the front cover.

Baby first album
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle 
1 title

A great gift to mark the arrival of 
a new baby. With photo frames 
on the front cover, and spaces 
to record babies milestones up 
until his first Birthday.
Format: 248 x 248mm, 20pp

It’s a Boy ! It’s a Girl !
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 4 titles

An adorable gender-related baby book to record your baby's 
precious memories. These books include die-cut frames on 
each page suited to hold standard size photos.
Format: 155 x 253mm, 28pp + padded case, white cardboard, ribbon 
closure. Die-cut photo frames on each page and on the front cover.

My first words
Illustrated by Elisabeth Morais - 4 titles

Superb interactive early learning books that 
allow younger children to discover wild 
animals, vehicles, the sea and the garden. 
With soft and colourful illustrations, these 
books are perfect tools to develop curious 
minds.
Format: 120 x 120mm, 32pp, casebound with 
embossing, white cardboard.
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Fun and Learn Tabs
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 4 titles 

This series of tabbed board books 
features sweet illustrations for learning 
while having fun about Colours, 
Numbers, Shapes and Opposites. 
Format: 160 x 160mm, 12pp, 4c board book.

My Favorite Picture Books
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 4 titles 

These books are packed with neat and colourful 
illustrations through which children can learn 
about numbers, colours, opposites and animals.
Format: 165 x 169mm, 26pp including covers, board 
book with padded cover.

The whirlwind board book
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 4 titles

With these lovely novelty books toddlers 
will discover the basic notions in a fun 
way. Each page hide little secrets: to 
discover them, children will have to spin 
the different elements. An interactive and 
fun way to develop the visual recognition.
Format: 180 x 180mm, 12pp, 10 animations.

My Enchanting Friends
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 4 titles

Chunky shaped board books with touch-and-feel textures on the cover 
to discover the basic notions, the enchanting world of princesses, fairies, 
mermaids, pirates, astronots and cow-boys.
Format: 100 x 100mm, 10pp, chunky shaped board book, touch-and-feel textures 
on the cover. 3 in box (340 x 118 x 20mm).

My Memory Game and Dominoes Set
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 2 titles

Thanks to this set, children will learn to recognize animals through 
playing dominoes and memory game.
Format: Memory game suitcase: 184 x 139 x 30mm / Book: 178 x 127mm, 
suitcase with plastic handle, 16 cards. Dominoes suitcase: 184 x 139mm / 
Book: 178 x 127mm, 12pp, suitcase with plastic handle, 32 dominoes.

From Page to Page
Illustrated by Virginie Graire - 5 titles

Those picture books are a great tool for kids: pages 
complete one another, helping them to learn shapes, 
colours, animals, opposites, etc.
Format: 160 x 160mm, 10pp. Die-cut on each spread.

Tiny puzzles
Illustrated by Virginie Graire 4 titles

Cute and fun illustrations to 
complete with 4 puzzle pieces, 
perfect for toddlers to develop 
their logical sense.
Format: 160 x 160mm, 8pp, casebound, 
5 puzzles of 4 pieces.

Funny Journey
Illustrated by Beatrice Costamagna - 3 titles 

With these original accordion books, children will 
learn how to count and associate numbers with the 
right pictures. They will also learn the alphabet with 
rhymes, shapes and colours. Get on the bus, on the 
train or on the submarine and enjoy the ride! 
Format: 150 x 205mm, 11pp two sided, accordion shaped books.

Touch & Feel Books for 
toddlers
Illustrated by Isabelle Chauvet - 4 titles

This series depicts young animals in their 
everyday actions The different fabrics and 
materials also provide more entertainment for 
children whilst reading them. 
Format: 145 x 150mm, 12pp with touch-and-feel 
textures, casebound, white cardboard.

Mini Animals
Illustrated by Marcella Grassi - 6 titles

Chunky but light little board books for small hands. 
Discover the animals adventure thought a funny story. 
Format: 107 x 153mm, 12pp. Chunky board book, cloth book 
binding - a different color for each title.
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Calming activities 
Illustrated by Amandine Wanert
1 title 

For a period of calm, a nap or bedtime, this book 
will be a great help for adults in giving them a way 
of ritualizing these moments. To explain the way of 
using the book, there is advice at the beginning. The 
adult chose an activity (relaxation games, read a story, 
lullabies, imitation games). By turning the wheel, the 
child participate and chose the activity in each theme.  
Format: 240 x 240mm, 20pp, cover with flap and die-cut, 
1 wheel to turn, white cardboard.

Everyday I’m growing-up 
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 2 titles

These novelty books are a representation of 
the miniature world of the toddlers. Each book 
has spinning elements, pull-tabs, touch and feel 
and hidden objects to find. Two big interactive 
books of learnings.
Format: 250 x 250mm, 20pp, with animations, 
textures and effects, casebound, UV varnish and 
embossing on cover.

Counting 
Illustrated by Beatrice Costamagna 
1 title

My book of counting is an interactive 
and colourful book to travel around  
the world of numbers. Made up of 
flaps, touch and feel, wheels to turn, 
this book will be a great help to look 
upon the world that surrounds us.
Format: 250 x 250mm, 20pp, with 
animations, textures and effects, casebound, 
UV varnish and embossing on cover.

My big time book
Illustrated by Véronique Petit - 1 title

This book will help your  
child to express himself upon 
the big moments of the day. 
On each page, several everyday 
activities are portrayed. The 
interactive clock helps him/her 
familliarize with the idea of time. 
Format: 200 x 290mm, 16pp 
with clock spinner and tabs, white 
cardboard.

My week
Illustrated by Véronique Petit - 1 title

This book depicts the life of a 
child during a week. With several 
everyday activities shown on every 
page, children can easily relate 
to their own life. The book is 
separated in 7 double page with 
tabs, for the 7 days of the week. 
Format: 200 x 290mm, 16pp with flaps 
and tabs, white cardboard.

Animal Alphabet
Illustrated by Raphaële Lennoz - 1 title 

A superbly illustrated picture 
book. Every page has a gatefold 
which reveals an animal shaped 
as a letter of the alphabet. 
Format: 180 x 240mm, 14pp with 
gatefolds, white graining paper

My Pop-up book
Illustrated by Camille Epplin and Giorgia Farnesi - 2 titles

These colourful and fun pop-up books will allow children to 
discover the animals that live in the farm and in the garden.  
A pop-up mechanism in every page.
Format: 210 x 240mm, 12pp, 6 pop-ups, white cardboard.

My book of colours 
Illustrated by Beatrice Costamagna 
1 title

My book of colours is an 
interactive and colourful book 
to travel around the world of 
colours and their shades. Made 
up of flaps, touch and feel, 
wheels to turn, this book will 
be a great help for exchanging 
upon the world which surrounds 
your kids.
Format: 250 x 250mm, 20pp, with 
animations, textures and effects, 
casebound, UV varnish and 
embossing on cover.

What's the weather 
like?
Illustrated by Véronique Petit - 1 title

This book will help the child 
to learn the different types of 
weather. On each page, several 
everyday activities are portrayed. 
The interactive clock helps them 
familliarize with the idea of the 
weather and elements. 
Format: 200 x 290mm, 16pp with clock 
spinner and tabs, white cardboard.
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Slide and seek
Illustrated by Nicole Colas des Francs
2 titles

With this creative concept, children will be fascinated by the 
power of their fingers. By sliding the tabs up and down and 
from side to side, children will change the scenes, to free 
their imagination. One book to learn colors and their shades 
and the second for learning animals in their environment.  
Format: 186 x 186mm, 10pp, 2 slides on each spread, casebound, 
white cardboard.

The cycle of Nature
Illustrated by Nicole Colas des Francs
3 titles

Seasons and time pass by thanks to these beautiful board books. 
Made up of special die-cuts, children will follow page after page a 
tree throughout the seasons, a lighthouse during one day and one 
night and the quiet and everlasting flow of water. A very poetic 
series for a special moment with children.
Format: 180 x 220mm, 18pp, shaped die-cut on each page.

Hollow books
Illustrated by Nicole Colas des Francs
2 titles

Thanks to this new Hollow Books series, children can 
discover these little stories: while having fun in joining 
baby animals to their parents and in joining children from 
all around the world to their traditional houses, every 
time they turn the page.The embossed cardboard also 
provides a distraction for kids reading the book, helping 
them discover various shapes and different knowledges. 
Format: 180 x 180mm, 12pp, part of board in relief, opposite in 
deep.

The unfolding books
Illustrated by Nicole Colas des Francs
2 titles

Picture books for toddlers to help 
them to recognize and named animals 
who lived in the Savannah or in the 
sea. As children turn the pages, they 
discover that pages can be unfolded 
from many different ways. The 
different settings are colorful and help 
them to discover typical species: the 
biggest animals of the world, the most 
colorful, the tallest, etc. 
Format: 200 x 200mm, 24pp with flap to 
unfold on each spread.

Fall in love
Illustrated by Véronique Petit  
1 title

What happens when 
we fall in love? That’s 
the question Véronique 
Petit tries to answer in 
this wonderful book for 
children. A sweet and 
endearing book to show 
the crazy things that can 
happen when we (animals 
or human) fall in love. 
Format: 150 x 300mm, 10pp, 
1 slide on each spread, 
casebound, white cardboard.

5 slides

My image book 
Illustrated by Nicole Colas des Francs 
2 titles

This book is a visual beauty using cut outs 
on each page. Starting with the smallest cut 
out, we discover the smallest vehicle and as 
we continue through the book we discover 
bigger and bigger vehicles.
Format: 210 x 200mm, 16pp, shaped die-cut on  
12 pages.

Push and discover
Illustrated by Elisa Patrissi - 2 titles

An original series for toddlers with a very nice concept. This series 
works on the dexterity and the imagination of the toddlers. In the first 
book, children will be immersed in the beauties of the forest and will 
be faced with many surprises. The second book will show the figment 
of children’s imagination and help them to dedramatize scary situations. 
Format: 185 x 185mm, 10pp, 1 slide on each spread, casebound, white cardboard.
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A day in the life of a Princesse Carriage /
Tractor / Digger / Fire engine 
Illustrated by Beatrice Costamagna - 4 titles

This series of chunky shaped books allows children to discover 
what a day with a princesse carriage, a tractor, a digger, or with a 
fire engine looks like. With their functional wheels and their sturdy 
handles, children can play with them and carry them everywhere.
Format: 210 x 250mm, 10pp, shaped board book with rolling wheels,
UV varnish.

Amazing find
Illustrated by Federica Iossa - 7 titles

An original foldout book to discover, page 
by page, all the animals of the savannah, 
the farm, the ocean, the jungle, to discover 
a trip to space, the life on a construction 
site and sweet moments with charming 
princesses. At the end of the story, children 
will be astonished by the big colourful 
panorama in front of them!
Format: 230 x 200mm, 12 panels with glossy UV 
varnish.

Crunchy books
Illustrated by Beatrice Costamagna
7 titles 

On these flap books, children will follow the adventure of 
these frightening but endearing animals. Children will love to 
clap the teeth and try to eat other animals. Thankfully they can 
always escape. The new titles portrays a famous character with 
big teeth : the Vampire.
Format: 160 x 195mm, 10pp with pull-tabs.
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Look and Lift
Illustrated by Valentina Belloni and Maud Lienard - 2 titles 

A beautiful picture book packed with more than 10 
flaps on each page to learn the vocabulary of the sea 
and the Middle Ages (more specifically the castles 
and the knights) in a fun way. A search and find to 
develop toddlers’ sense of observation. 
Format: 240 x 240mm, 10pp, board book with flaps to 
lift on every page, white cardboard.

Flaptastic Books
11 titles

Packed with a dozen flaps to lift on each page. This collection brilliantly 
mixes entertainment and learning. 
Format: 215 x 290mm, 10pp including covers, 4c padded cased board book with 
flaps to lift on every page, white cardboard.

Inside the book
Illustrated by Bill Bolton - 3 titles

A surprising accordion book to unfold for reading and playing inside. Unfold 
all the pages to reveal the enchanting atmosphere of a circus parade, a farm or 
a jungle. Read and build a fun “book fort” to play inside. 
Format: 259 x 259mm, 12pp double sided, concertina binding.

Lift the flap minis 
Illustrated by Stéphanie Bertault - 12 titles

Lift the flaps on every page to discover what is hiding 
underneath! The direct word-picture association is perfect for 
increasing young readers’ vocabulary. 
Format: 105 x 105mm, 22pp, with flap on every page, white cardboard.  
18 or 12-copies assorted display available.

Lift the flap minis 
photos
6 titles

Children will love to 
discover what is hiding 
underneath the flaps. With 
beautiful and bright photos, 
this series have to be put 
between all little hands.
Format: 105 x 105mm, 22pp, 
with flap on every page, white 
cardboard. 18 or 12-copies 
assorted display available.

Treasure hunt
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli - 4 titles

In these books, children will be 
undertaking 4 missions. To complete 
them, they will have to carefully 
observe the scenes and lift the flaps 
on each page: responses must all be 
visible at the same time and form a 
single page.  
Format: 170 x 187mm, 12pp, board book with  
flaps to lift on every page.

Look and find with 
40 flaps 
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli and 
Marine Fleury - 4 titles

These charming lift-the-flap 
books are an ideal way for 
children to have fun matching 
words and pictures, and to 
practice word recognition. 
Each delightful scene is filled 
with flaps to lift in order to 
discover, name and talk about 
the hidden pictures.
Format: 185 x 217mm, 12pp, 
with flaps on every page, white 
cardboard. Padded cover.

My first pop-up 
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli - 4 titles

An amazing way for children to discover the sea, 
the farm, the savannah and the jungle. Each story is 
illustrated with surprising pop-ups.
Format: 200 x 150 mm, 12pp, 6 pop-ups.
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My stories to grow up 
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 8 titles

Short stories with lovable characters which 
refer to the everyday life of toddlers.
Format: 180 x 180mm, 24pp glossy UV varnish.

My First Favorite Stories
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 28 titles

Format: 200 x 200mm, 28pp glossy UV varnish, casebound with padded cover.

Series 4

Series 5

Series 3

Series 2

Series 1

Series 6

Bind-Up My First  
Favorite Stories
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle 
3 titles

Format: 200 x 200mm, 224pp, 
matt art paper, casebound with 
padded cover.

In the world  
of My First Favorite 
Stories 
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 1 title

Find out more activities with your 
favorite fairy tales characters : dots 
to dots, colourings, and many 
others. 
Format: 200 x 200mm, 24pp, matt art 
paper, casebound with padded cover.

Series 7
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12 stories from around the World  
Illustrated by Maurizia Rubino, Laure Phelipon, Laura Tavazzi, Alessia Girasole - 4 titles

With this series, stories from around the world will be honored. Each book 
develop 12 popular tales from Asia, Africa, America, Nordic countries. 
Format: 200 x 260mm, 32pp, casebound with padded cover, embossing and glossy 
UV varnish.

My 12 Favorite Stories 
Illustrated by Valentina Belloni, Marine Oriot, Sandrine Lamour, Gaëlle 
Picard, Maurizia Rubino, Beatrice Costamagna, Nathalie Janner - 8 titles

A series of 12 original, short, fun and cute bedtime 
stories for toddlers. With these books, make bedtime a 
pleasurable event!
Format: 200 x 260mm, 32pp, casebound with padded cover, 
embossing and glossy UV varnish.

50 stories around the World 
1 title

A box with closing magnets which contains 
50 traditional and original tales inspired by all 
corners of the world. 5 albums wonderfully 
illustrated by 5 different authors. 
Format box: 210 x 275mm, contains 5 books of 
24pp.

My Favorite Classical Stories 
Illustrated by Valentina Belloni, Maurizia 
Rubino, Laure Phelipon, Mattia Cerato, 
Gabriele Tafuni, Leïla Brient and Laura Tavazzi 
17 titles

Popular stories for bedtime.
Format: 200 x 260mm, 32pp, casebound 
with padded cover, embossing and glossy 
UV varnish.

100 stories for night-time 
1 title

5 books in a box for toddlers.  
100 wonderful classical and original 
stories for a sweet moment to share 
with your child during bedtime. 
Format box : 210 x 210mm foil on the 
cover, 24pp.

My First Stories – Read and Stick
Illustrated by Marine Oriot, Valentina Belloni, Sandrine Lamour, Laure 
Phelipon, Laura Tavazzi, Mattia Cerato - 13 titles

A collection specially designed to help young children to 
read and develop their vocabulary: throughout the story, 
many words are replaced by illustrations. 
Format: 200 x 240mm, 30pp + 2 sticker sheets (80 stickers).
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365 Bedtime Stories
5 titles

It’s time for bed, sleepyhead! Parents and children will enjoy sharing a story 
every night of the year with this special collection of 365 sweet, original and 
funny stories.
Format: 190 x 270mm, 256pp, 4c casebound with padded cover with  
a title in gold or silver foil on the cover.

My 50 little stories
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 1 title

50 different stories lovely illustrated. 
Format: 210 x 280mm, 112pp, padded cover, 
UV Varnish embossing.

Wonderful stories  
2 titles

Beautiful story books perfectly adapted for parents and their 
children. 
Format: 210 x 280mm, 184pp, padded  cover glossy UV Varnish and 
gold foil.

The most beautiful 
stories  
1 title

A beautiful story book perfectly 
adapted for parents and their 
children. 
Format: 210 x 210mm, 224pp, 
padded cover glossy UV Varnish and 
embossing.

Princesses Stories
Illustrated by Laura Tavazzi - 1 title

A big format book that 
brings together 13 of the 
most popular princesses 
tales. A must have anthology 
splendidly illustrated with 40 
full-pages drawings.
Format: 280 x 365mm, 128pp with 
jacket.

Jules Verne's fantasy 
stories
Illustrated by Alessandro Baldanzi - 1 title

The compilation of the greatest 
novels of the most well-known 
French writer in the World. 
Here is an adaptation of Twenty 
thousands leagues under the sea 
and 7 other Jules Vernes’ fantasy 
stories, wonderfully illustrated by 
Alessandro Baldanzi.
Format: 280 x 365mm,  
128pp with jacket.

Myths and Legends
Illustrated by Alexandre Honoré - 1 title

This huge book is a compilation of 
some of the most famous legends from 
Greek mythology. Beautiful drawings 
also depict the most intense scenes 
throughout the book, and children can 
enjoy looking through it, reading the 
stories and admiring the illustrations.
Format: 235 x 320mm, 128pp with jacket.

Fables of Jean de La 
Fontaine
Illustrated by Alexandre Honoré - 1 title

This book brings together the 
most popular fables of Jean de La 
Fontaine, superbly illustrated by 
Alexandre Honoré. Children will 
appreciate to discover this famous 
French author. With its big format, 
this book will introduce children to 
the world of classic literature.
Format: Big: 280 x 365mm, 128pp with 
jacket - Small: 235 x 320mm, 128pp 
with jacket.

Fantastic tales and stories
Illustrated by Alexandre Honoré - 4 titles

A series of classical books, wonderfully illustrated by Alexandre Honoré,  
carefully worded and faithful to the original text, with full-page illustrations  
adorned with beautiful cabochons.
Format: 210 x 280mm, 32pp, casebound, cover with embossing, glossy UV varnish and foil.

The Great Explorers
Illustrated by Alessandro Baldanzi - 1 title

A beautifully illustrated collection 
of 14 stories of the most famous 
explorers such as Colombo, 
Magellan, De Gama, Cook, 
etc... wonderfully illustrated by 
Alessandro Baldanzi.
Format: 280 x 365mm, 128pp with 
jacket.
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My wonderful animal pictures in box 
1 title

5 books in a box for toddlers to discover 
wonderful animal photos of the savannah, the rain 
forest, the sea, the farm and adorable baby animals. 
Format box: 210 x 210mm embossing on the cover, 24pp.

My First 1000 words
Illustrated by S. Colnaghi 
1 title

More than 1000 words illustrated 
with many pictures. In addition, this 
book is packed with hide and seek 
images, so children can find the items 
they just learned!
Format: 180 x 250mm, 
128pp, padded cover.

My First Bilingual Book of 
1000 words
Illustrated by S. Colnaghi 
16 titles

Bilingual: French-English; French-Arabic; 
French-German;  
French-Spanish; French-Italian; French-
Dutch; French-Breton;  
French-Alsatian; French-Occitan; French-
Creole; French-Picard; French-Ch’ti; 
French-Corsican; French-Russian; French-
Polish; French-Portuguese
Format: 240 x 280mm, 128pp, padded cover.

Your First 100 words
Illustrated by Stéphanie Millet, Maud Lienard, Valentina 
Belloni  
7 titles

With these seven titles, children will associate 
each illustration with its name in order to learn 
100 very  
useful words: the ones they use at home, 
school, mountains, pond or seaside! 
And to talk about engines and animals.
Format: 230 x 200mm, 16pp, padded cover.

Over 40 questions and answers on animals 
4 titles

With this series, children who are passionate about animals can 
find the answers to interesting questions 
concerning different types of animals. One 
book to know more about pets, farm animals, 
sea and forest animals. For each animal, 
a short and clear description, beautiful 
photographs and 4 key questions (answers  
at the end of the book). 
Format: 210 x 260mm, 32 pp, casebound.

Panoramas
6 titles

An educative and interactive series for children from 6 years. 
Packed with fascinating facts about animals, children can have 
fun and being creative!
Format: 233 x 323mm soft cover book, 8pp + 2 sticker sheets +  
1 stencil sheet + 1 foldout  panorama (318 x 909mm).

My historical Panorama
Illustrated by Anne Eydoux - 2 titles

Detailed and well-documented 
books to explain to children the 
human milestones. Dedicated to the 
Prehistoric Man and Castles and 
Knights, both titles have delicate and 
realistic illustrations.
Format: 225 x 270mm, soft cover book, 
8pp, 2 pages of stickers + stencils +  
1 fold out panorama (270 x 800mm).

Science panorama
2 titles

A reference book including a foldout 
panorama to satisfy children’s natural 
curiosity. Discover and explore space 
and the human body with more than 
80 stickers to place, so children can 
learn while having fun!
Format: 220 x 275mm soft cover book, 
16pp + 2 sticker sheets + 
1 fold out panorama (275 x 670mm).

Field guides
15 titles

A series of guides that kids will love to bring with them while hiking to recognize and identify animals and 
plants. These books are packed with magnificent photos and realistic drawings, and contain spaces to 
record personal notes, and/or to glue pictures or stickers.
Format: 160 x 200mm, 72pp + 2 sticker sheets, flexibound + elastic band.

16 titles
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Fantastic World of 
animals & vehicles
37 titles

A wonderful series that captures 
the beauty of animals and vehicles! 
Return the cover to see a beautiful 
poster and learn fantastic facts 
about baby animals, horses, farm 
animals, cars...
Format: 197 x 250mm, 72pp,  
hard cover with jacket poster.

Fantastic World of sports 
7 titles

This series depicts the fantastic world of sports for all the fans of :  
football, basketball, gym, skateboard and many others. With 
this series, kids are immersed in the history of each sport, the 
competitions, the world cups, the stars. Children revise the rules 
and will be encouraged to become a great and fair player! 
Format: 197 x 250mm, 72pp, hard cover with jacket poster.

Bind-Up
Format: 205 x 255mm, 

240pp, soft cover.
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My Big Wildlife book
2 titles

These books all about animals are composed of 144 
pages full of facts and anecdotes. Each page has plenty 
of informations about a different animal, with questions, 
descriptions and pictures. Children will also find a sheet of 
animal stickers with which they can decorate the poster of 
the world map.
Format: 245 x 325mm, 144pp, one cover with lenticular one cover 
with deep-embossing, poster and sticker on back cover.

My Big Book of animals 
6 titles

These books contain more than 
1000 pictures of animals! Discover 
cute, friendly or very strange animals, 
how they grow, play, hunt, survive, 
and love. You’ll meet animals from all 
corners of the world, from the most 
lovable and familiar to the rarest and 
wildest. 
Format: 220 x 295mm, 384pp, casebound.

Special cover with  
deep-embossing

Special cover with  
deep-embossing

Special cover with  
deep-embossing

Did You Know That? 
Bind-Up
1 title

Packed with more than 1000 absorbing 
facts and photographs, this book is a 
one-stop resource. It includes an atlas 
and the following thematic sections: 
geography, history, human body, 
science, discovery and animals.
Format: 220 x 295mm, 320pp, casebound.

Did You Know That ?
2 titles

These two reference guides 
will allow children to discover 
amazing facts while answering 
to most of their questions 
about the world.
Format: 215 x 280mm, 192pp and 
256pp, 4c padded cased book, 
matt lamination and UV coating on 
the front cover. Also available with 
a flexibound cover.

1000 questions & answers 
around the World
1 title

8 big themes approached 
in questions and answers 
to learn in a fun way and 
to test your knowledges. 
World, animals, geography, 
civilizatitons and History, 
human body, sciences, etc. 
A know-it-all for children 
from seven years onwards.
Format: 220 x 295mm, 320pp, 
casebound.

Continents
Illustrated by Davide Corsi - 1 title

Continents is a reference book 
which offers to discover to the 
children the wealths and the 
wonders of each continent in 
its globality without any frontier. 
They will find out more about 
the geographical specifics, fauna 
and flora, monuments, habits and 
residents, with more than 300 
realistic drawings, 200 photos and  
6 huge maps to unfold. 
Format: 240 x 280mm, casebound with 
selected UV varnish, deep-embossing, 
40pp, 6 maps 480 x 560mm.

The Junior Encyclopedia
2 titles

Find out about the World which surrounds 
us and discover exciting and fascinating 
informations with these reference books. 
With more than 900 photos to illustrate 
9 themes: History, space, peoples, 
geography, animals, technology, art and 
culture, human body and science, kids will 
find answers to their questions.
Format: 230 x 290mm, 320pp, flexibound and 
glossy.

Children’s Atlas of 
the world 
1 title

This atlas offers a technical 
description for each country of 
the world: surface area, people, 
capital, language, currency, 
seas, etc. This Atlas meets the 
needs of children living in the 
modern world and helps them 
comprehend the world in which 
they live. Very useful, with a 
clear layout, this Atlas is for all 
curious little hands.
Format: 245 x 325mm, 220pp.

Special cover with  
lenticular

Special cover with  
lenticular

Mega Quiz! 200 Questions & answers 
10 titles

Big themes like Space, Animals, Geography, History and Science are 
approached in this series to learn in a fun way and test your knowledge. 
For children from 7 and up.
Format: 170 x 220mm, 48pp, flexibound.
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The princesses Box 
1 title

In this wonderful box, young girls 
will fall into many different princesses 
adventures.The box contains colored 
pencils and a pencil sharpener to 
start without delay the Adventure. 
Packaged in a sturdy, magnetic 
and hardcover case to carry along 
everywhere. 
Format box: 244 x 283mm, contains 
5 books, colored pencils, stickers and  
pencil sharpener.

The fashion Box 
1 title

In this wonderful box, young girls 
will fall into many different girls 
adventures.The box contains colored 
pencils and a pencil sharpener to 
start without delay the Adventure. 
Packaged in a sturdy, magnetic 
and hardcover case to carry along 
everywhere. 
Format box: 244 x 283mm, contains 
5 books, colored pencils, stickers and  
pencil sharpener.

My Jewellery Tree  
1 title

A kit to make an elegant 
jewellery tree with all the 
material you need to create 
beautiful jewelleries that can 
be held on it. Necklaces, 
bracelets, and more, your 
creations made of shrink plastic 
can be colored as you like.  
2 perfect activities to 
encourage creativity and ideal 
as an individual project or for a 
party activity.

Format box: 210 x 270mm, 
contains 1 tree to hold the jewels 
(270 mm), 44 elements of shrink 
plastic, 8 coloured pencils,  
6 strings, 36 pearls, 4 ribbon  
clips, 50 jump rings, 2 clasps,  
1 decoration sheet and 1 instuction 
sheet.

My Jewellery workshop 
1 title

With this creative kit, your children 
find all the material they need to 
create beautiful jewelleries, rings, 
pins, earrings, but also hair slides 
and more. Your creations made of 
shrink plastic can be colored as you 
like. 2 perfect activities to encourage 
creativity and ideal as an individual 
project or for a party activity.

Format box: 210 x 270mm, contains  
10 crystal gemstone, 3 metal rings, 1 metal 
accessories for hair clip, 1 metal accessories 
for breastpin, 1 pot of white glue,  
6 painting pots, 2 brushes, 1 paper clay,  
1 plastic stitch guide, 44 pieces of cotton 
strings, 2 silk strings, 40 jump rings,  
30 small beads, 1 pair of earrings,  
2 connecting accessories, 1 plastic needle 
and 1 instruction sheet.

My Stencils
Illustrated by Mirella Menciassi - 11 titles

Format: 195 x 235mm, 48pp, paperback, 4c models to complete,  
4 shaped stencils spreads.

Decalcomanias
Illustrated by Gaëlle Picard  
4 titles

Simply place the decals onto the scenery and rub energetically 
with a pencil to make the different characters appear in the 
setting. 
Format: 190 x 240mm, 16 pp, soft (2 sheets of decalcomanias).

The space Box 
1 title

The space box contains 5 books with 
which children will learn fascinating facts 
upon space: The box contains colored 
pencils and a pencil sharpener to start 
without delay the Adventure. Packaged 
in a sturdy, magnetic and hardcover case 
to carry along everywhere.
Format box: 244 x 283mm, contains 5 books, 
colored pencils, stickers and pencil sharpener.

Look & Find
Illustrated by Delphine Clarisse 
2 titles

Format: 285 x 220mm, 
32pp, casebound with 
embossing. Mask books

Illustrated by Marine Oriot 
2 titles and 1 bind-up

12 masks with pre-cut eyeholes for hours of fun.
Format: Folder (218 x 285mm), 6 sheets (2 pre-cut 
masks per sheet) + elastic band.
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My Big Book of 
450 Games and 
Activities 
Illustrated by Marcella Grassi -  
2 titles

450 games to keep your 
children entertained for 
hours.
Format: 210 x 270mm, 320pp, 
paperback, 4c.

100 games - 300 games 
around the world 
Illustrated by Valentina Belloni - 2 titles

100 or 300 Games to learn and have 
fun while travelling around the world! 
In these titles you will find mazes, 
sudokus, spot the difference, look 
and find, etc. Each game will show 
you a unique way to observe famous 
monuments, explore landscapes and 
discover traditions.
Format 100 games: 200 x 265mm, 108pp, 4c.
Format 300 games: 200 x 25mm, 200pp, 4c.

Crazy games 
Illustrated by Valentina Nini  
1 title

Wind your way through 
pages of endless fun. 
365 games to keep your 
children entertained for 
hours.
Format: 160 x 240mm, 
320pp, 4c ; 

The puzzle books  
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli, Marcella Grassi, 
Crystal and Davide Corsi 
10 titles

Puzzle books with more than  
80 activities per title for having fun and 
stimulate children’s brains : crosswords, 
mazes, word scramblers, 7 differences 
and other activities.  
A small and practical notepad format 
that children can carry everywhere.
Format: 150 x 210mm, 96pp, notepad 
binding, paperback, 4c.

300 games super 
fun 
Illustrated by Noelie Copain  
1 title

Wind your way through 
pages of endless fun. 300 
games to keep your children 
entertained for hours.
Format: 200 x 270, 200pp, 2C.

Big wipe and clean 
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli - 2 titles

Fun activity books with practical 
exercises to help children 
learn the alphabet, numbers 
and figures. Each page can be 
completed and wiped away.
Format: 210 x 295mm, 8pp, 4c.

Wipe and Clean
8 titles

Children will love to play with 
these clever erasable whiteboard 
books! Their magic pages can be 
erased as many times as needed. 
Format: 130 x 180mm, board book 
20pp + 1 black ink pen.

Magic Colouring Books
Illustrated by Sophie Marie 
16 titles and 1 bind-up

By colouring the pictures according to a 
colour code or other codes (numbers, 
shapes, letters...), a magic drawing will 
reveal itself: a great way to develop 
children’s concentration 
and basic skills.
Format: 247 x 210mm, 32pp, 4c.

Bind-up Magic 
Colouring Books
Format: 247x 210mm,  
96pp, 4c.
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My first writing book 
Illustrated by Elisabeth Morais - 51 titles

Print & cursive handwriting are crucial for 
children. This personal note book will help 
your child to face the difficulties of the writing 
in practicing on both ways. This beautiful note 
book is freshly illustrated and will become one 
of the greatest memories of your child.
Format: 190 x 270mm, 32pp, paperback,  
soft cover with mat and selected varnish, 4c.

Workbooks for learners 
Illustrated by Marcella Grassi - 6 titles 
Format: 210 x 280mm, 32pp, paperback, soft touch cover with mat 
and selected varnish, 4c.

Dot to dot 
Illustrated by Sophie Marie
3 titles

Three different types of 
do to dot games: letters, 
colours and numbers. 
Format: 200 x 280mm,
32pp, paperbook 4c.

My first pre-school 
activities
Illustrated by Camille Tisserand - 1 title

An entertaining collection 
packed with 144 of activities 
for pre-schoolers. Children will 
learn a variety of basic skills 
(writing, reading, counting, etc.) 
through different activities like 
mazes, word searches, puzzles 
and more. 
Format: 210 x 275mm, 144pp, 4c.

My first dot to dot
Illustrated by Marcella Grassi 
4 titles

4 progressive levels of points to link to 
learn to count while having fun.
(1 to 20 - 1 to 40 - 1  to 50 - 1 to 100)
Format: 200 x 280mm, 32pp, paperbook 4c.

Help with my 
homework
Illustrated by Noeli Copain 
8 titles

This series has been 
conceived to help children 
and give them confidence 
with their homework. 
Exercises and simple 
motivational games offer the 
child some practise in the 
calm home environment. 
Format: 160 x 240mm, 24pp, 
paperback, 1c.

My Mosaic Sticker Book 
Illustrated by Laura Aceti - 45 titles

An activity book for young children  
with 24 pictures to complete and 
hundreds of mosaic stickers of 
different shapes and colours. Each 
picture comes with a checklist of the 
stickers required to complete it. 
Format: 
195 x 235mm, 
48pp, paperback, 4c, 
4 sticker sheets 
(500 stickers).
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Big Stickers for little hands
Illustrated by Véronique Petit, Nicole Colas des Francs, Simona Beretta - 24 titles

An activity book for young children with 24 pictures to complete and hundreds of big mosaic stickers of different shapes and colours.
The first step for young children to work motricity, location in space, and the recognition of the geometrical forms.
Format: 210 x 300mm, 24pp, 4 coloured sticker sheets, soft cover with varnish.

Bind-Up
48pp,  
8 coloured sticker 
sheets, soft cover 
with varnish.

Contains 
2 titles

Mosaic Stickers Art 
Illustrated by Stéphanie Bardy - 4 titles

This sticker book series takes its inspiration to the classical faience. Each 
drawing to complete is made on the faience style and children will have to 
complete the image with loads of little stickers to fulfill the drawings. 
Format: 195 x 240mm, 48pp, paperback 4 sticker sheets.

My shaped sticker books
Illustrated Angela Sbandelli - 12 titles

12 animals-shaped sticker books with 300 stickers to complete 
the scenes. With 12 adorable animals like the frog, the pig, or the 
panda... there will be the perfect allies to work on colors and different 
environments.
Format: 215 x 280mm, 12pp shaped book + 6 sticker sheets.

My Animals and Girly 
sticker
Illustrated by Gaëlle Picard - 4 titles

130 reusable stickers.
Format: 195 x 235mm, 12pp + 6 reusable 
sticker sheets.

My Best Stories with stickers
Illustrated by Laura Aceti - 4 titles

Children can complete the scenes with the coloured stickers.
Format: 195 x 235mm, 48pp, paperback, 4c pictures to complete, 4 coloured 
sticker sheets (500 stickers).

Stick with me!
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 4 titles

More than 70 stickers to play with and place 
colourful backgrounds. Play in the farm, visit 
the zoo, jump in the most beautiful princess 
story or drive that amazing race car! Designed 
for small hands, these books will develop the 
child’s manual skills and imagination. 
Format: 225 x 225mm, 24pp + 2 sticker sheets. 
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My Big Books of stickers 
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli - 4 titles

An activity book with 12 big scenes to complete with more than 
400 stickers! Children will have a lot of fun imagining their own stories. 
Format: 280 x 200mm, 24pp with glossy lamination + 8 sticker sheets.

My Sticker Books
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli - 12 titles

An activity book with 12 scenes to complete – more than 
200 extra stickers to decorate the scenes.
Format: 195 x 235mm, 12pp + 6 reusable sticker sheets.

My big picture book 
with stickers 
Illustrated by Chiara Colagrande,  
Eleonora Barsotti - 1 title

With this picture book, children find 
out different words of the everyday 
life and animals, throughout diverse 
universes, house, farm, zoo, etc. The 
colored images and to seek for the 
right stickers will help them to acquire 
vocabulary in having fun.
Format: 210 x 300mm, 48pp, 4c.

1000 Animals to stick
Illustrated by Mattia Cerato - 1 title

Discover the fascinating world of 
animals throughout the 20 different 
habitats which shelter a lot of various 
species. Look for animals in their 
environment, find the right stickers and 
stick them in the right place. All the 
species are written in their scientific 
names, which is a great asset for kids 
to know. The 1000 stickers are even 
mixed up for more fun. 
Format: 240 x 320mm, 44pp + 22 sticker 
sheets.

A world of stickers
Illustrated by Gabriel Cortina, Lucas Maggi, Sandrine Lamour and Chiara Colagrande 
5 titles

A world of stickers is a fun series for children to discover different universes 
like Dinosaurs, Pirates Fashion and Adventure, with 400 stickers to complete 
the various scenes. Format: 225 x 270mm, 24pp + 10 sticker sheets.

Fun to colour  
Illustrated by Nicole Colas des Francs - 6 titles

Made up of simple feel good pictures including animals, school, 
farm, house, princesses and knights, children will have fun 
colouring these books.
Format: 200 x 260 mm, 24pp, soft cover, 4C with models.

My Little Colouring 
books 
Illustrated by Gaëlle Picard - 10 titles 
Format: 200 x 200mm, 24pp, 4c, soft 
cover with rounded corners. Available in 
display of 30 copies.

Big fun to colour 
Illustrated by Carole Wey - 1 title 

144 pages full of simple drawings to 
colour. For hours of smart and fun 
activities. 
Format: 195 x 270mm, 192pp, soft cover.

Beginners colouring books
Illustrated by Stéphanie Bardy - 4 titles

Simple and beautiful drawings with thick lines 
to help children no to go over the lines. 
Format: 195 x 240mm, 48pp, paperback, 4c.

My First 
Colouring 
Books 
Illustrated by Virginie 
Graire - 6 titles

Format: 200 x 200mm, 
24pp, 4c, soft cover 
with rounded corners.

My First 
Colouring 
Books 
Illustrated by Carole Wey 
8 titles

Format: 200 x 200mm, 
24pp, 4c, soft cover.
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Colouring Books with 
textured patterns
Illustrated by Sophie Marie  - 2 titles 
A new interactive and esthetic 
concept, with a special touch 
of magic! Colouring books with 
several embossed patterns that can 
be slipped under the colouring 
pages to create a texture effect.
Format: 280 x 210mm, 24pp, 4c + 8pp 
cards (4 sheets – around 32 patterns).

Mandalas
2 titles

Mandalas are pretty drawings organised 
in a circle around a central point. 
Format: 210 x 230mm, 60pp, 4c colouring 
pad, soft cover.

Colouring Zen  
with CD 
Illustrated by Chantal Lassieur
4 titles

Beautiful landscapes and 
patterns and to colour, while 
listening relaxing music in order 
to develop concentration and 
decompress.
Format: 230 x 210mm, 60pp, and 
a relaxing music CD.

Colouring within  
the Lines
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli - 4 titles 
Children from 3 years onwards will 
love colouring in the toys, animals 
and classical stories – and have a 
lot of fun with the provided shiny 
stickers!
Format: 160 x 240mm, 48pp, 4 sticker 
sheets outlines embossed on every page.

Easter

My Sticker Book 
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli 
1 title

Format: 195 x 235mm, 
12pp + 6 sticker sheets, 
reusable stickers.

My First Easter 
Fun Stickers 
Illustrated by Bérengère 
Motuelle 
1 title

Format: 200 x 220mm, 16pp, 
8 pages of stickers.

My First 
Easter Fun 
Colouring Book 
Illustrated by Bérengère 
Motuelle 
1 title

Format: 205 x 220mm, 
24pp, 4c, paperback.

My Easter Fun 
Mosaic Sticker 
Book
1 title

Format: 195 x 235mm, 48pp, 
paperback, 4c models to 
complete, 4 shaped colour 
sticker spreads.

Lift the Flap 
Minis
1 title
Format: 105 x 105mm, 22pp 
including covers, 4c padded 
cased board book with shaped 
flap on every spread, white board. 
18 or 12 assorted copies display 
available.

Touch and 
discover Easter 
Illustrated by Elisabeth Morais 
1 title

Children will find out the 
magic of Easter with this 
fresh and delicate board 
book titles. 
Format: 150 x 150mm, 10pp 
with embossing, white 
cardboard.

Colouring within  
the Lines
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli 
- 1 title 
Children from 3 years 
onwards will love 
colouring in the magic 
of Easter and have a lot 
of fun with the provided 
shiny stickers!
Format: 160 x 240mm, 48pp, 
4 sticker sheets outlines 
embossed on every page.

My Shaped 
Colouring Books
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle
4 titles

Format: 210 x 297mm, 24pp, 
shaped book with soft touch 
cover, 4c.

Colouring Books 
with textured 
stickers
Illustrated by Sophie Marie 
6 titles 
A new interactive and 
esthetic concept, with a 
special touch of magic! 
Colouring books with 
embossed stickers to 
create a texture effect 
when colouring.
Format: 280 x 210mm,
24pp, 4c, 4 sticker sheets.

Velvet Colourings
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli - 4 
titles

The background on each 
colouring is made out of 
soft fabric similar to velvet, 
providing a surface to help 
children to stop from going 
over the lines. Every page can 
be ripped off for the child to 
keep or frame.
Format: 218 x 210mm, 8pp, flocky 
effect on every page and cover.

Big Stickers for 
little hands
Illustrated by Simona Beretta 

An activity book for young 
children with 24 pictures 
to complete and hundreds 
of big mosaic stickers 
of different shapes and 
colours.
Format: 210 x 300mm, 24pp, 
4 sticker sheets, soft cover.

My stories to 
grow up 
Illustrated by Bérengère 
Motuelle

Short stories with 
lovable characters which 
refer to the everyday life 
of toddlers.
Format: 180 x 180mm, 
24pp glossy UV varnish.
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My First Christmas
Illustrated by Mark Preston -  
Format: 200 x 250mm, (or 155 
x 200 mm ) 16pp + covers, 4 
colour, padded cased book, white 
board, chunky 3mm pages, light 
format, embossing and sparkly 
glitter on the front cover.

Mini Christmas 
stories
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle - 2 titles
Format: 155 x 200mm, 16pp + covers, 
4 colours, padded cased book, white 
board, chunky 3mm pages, light format.

Secret 
Christmas  
Illustrated by Federica Iossa 
Format: 230 x 290mm, 
12pp, 4c padded cased 
board book with shaped 
flaps on every page.

Touch and discover Christmas 
Illustrated by Elisabeth Morais - 2 titles 
Children will find out the magic of Christmas with 
this fresh and delicate board book series. 
Format: 150 x 150mm, 10pp with embossing, white 
cardboard.

My 12 Favorite 
Stories Christmas
Illustrated by Maurizia Rubino 
Format: 200 x 260mm, 32pp, 
casebound with padded cover, 
embossing and glossy UV varnish.

Lift the flap 
minis
8 titles

Format: 105 x 105mm, 
22pp including covers, 4c 
padded cased board book 
with shaped flap on every 
spread, white board.  
18 or 12 assorted copies 
display available.

From Page to Page
Illustrated by Virginie Graire - 3 titles

Pages complete one another, helping children to 
learn forms and Christmas words.
Format: 160 x 160mm, 10 pp. Die-cut on each spread.

In waiting for 
Christmas 
Illustrated by Angela 
Sbandelli 

300 activities. For 
hours of fun.
Format: 210 x 270mm, 
320pp, 4c.

Decalcomanias 
Christmas
Illustrated by Gaëlle Picard

Format: 190 x 240mm, 16 pp, 
soft (2 sheets of decalcomanias).

Your First 100 
Christmas words 
Illustrated by Stéphanie Millet 
100 useful words in  
relation to Christmas.  
Format: 230 x 200mm, 16pp,  
padded cover.

Flaptastic 
books
Format: 215 x 
290mm, 10pp 
including covers, 4c 
padded cased board 
book with shaped 
flap on every spread.

Look & Find
Illustrated by Delphine Clarisse

Format: 285 x 220mm, 32pp, casebound.

Christmas 
Colouring within 
the lines
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli

Format: 160 x 240mm, 48pp, 
outlines embossed on each page.

My First Christmas 
stickers
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle

Format: 200 x 220mm, 16pp, 
8 pages of stickers.

My First Christmas 
colouring book
Illustrated by Bérengère Motuelle

Format: 205 x 220mm, 24pp, 
4c, paperback.

A-MAZE-ing 
Format: 210 x 280mm, 
48pp, 4c colouring pad, 
tear-away pages, paperback.

My Mosaic 
Sticker book
3 titles

Format: 195 x 235mm, 48pp, 
paperback, 4c models to 
complete, 4 shaped colour 
sticker spreads.

My Sticker Book 
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli

Format: 195 x 235mm,12pp 
+ 6 reusable stickers sheets.

Big Stickers for 
little hands
Illustrated by Véronique Petit
Format: 210 x 300mm, 
24pp, 4 coloured sticker 
sheets, soft cover with 
varnish.

Colouring and 
activities for 
Christmas
Illustrated by Barbara  
Civilini
Format: 210 x 290mm, 
256pp, 4c.

Christmas 
Activities
Illustrated by Graziella 
Antonini and Laura  
Tavazzzi 

kids will also find an 
Advent calendar and 
many seasonal stickers 
to use wherever they 
want. Format: 230 x 230mm, 144pp, 4c.

Small Christmas
2 titles - Format: 110 x 100mm, 14pp, grey board.Easter Colouring 

within the lines
Illustrated by Angela Sbandelli

Format: 160 x 240mm, 48pp, 
outlines embossed on each page.
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